
Prosodic prominence (duration, intensity, F0) varies
Ø e.g., repetition reduction – 2nd mention of a word is

reduced in prominence

What accounts for prosodic reduction?
Ø Lexical activation? (e.g., Bell et al., 2009)
Ø Discourse-level availability? (e.g., Fowler, 1988)
Ø Some combination? (Watson, 2010)
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One star, two star, red star, blue star: Subsequent memory reveals 
both lexical and discourse influences on prosodic reduction

CONCLUSIONS
Reduction in prominence predicts speaker’s later recall

Both lexical- and discourse-level activation may contribute
Ø Duration more affected by lexical activation, intensity

more affected by discourse activation—consistent with past 
findings using other methods (e.g., Lam & Watson, 2014)

METHOD
Variant of map task (N = 44 dyads)
Ø One participant (director) sees a route through a series of 

pictures cued on a computer screen
Ø Director describes route to another participant (matcher) 

who reproduces on a paper copy of a map
Ø Director audio-recorded & acoustics measured

At end of experiment: Director tries to recall object names

STIMULI
Critical words (12 per map, 84 total) appear twice

Same-referent condition:
“Go from the blue star to the grey hinge.”
[…] (0, 1, or 3 intervening instructions)
“Go from the blue star to the brown drum.”

Different-referent condition:
“Go from the red star to the grey hinge.”
[…] (0, 1, or 3 intervening instructions)
“Go from the blue star to the brown drum.”
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RESULTS—DURATION

Test relation of prosodic prominence to later memory
Ø Measure degree of reduction from 1st à 2nd mention of 

critical NP 
Ø Does this predict later memory?
Ø Expected if reduction in prominence partially reflects 

activation in the speaker’s mind

Reduction predicts later 
recall
Ø Consistent with 

activation-based views

No difference between 
same- and different-
referent conditions
Ø Suggests lexical basis

RESULTS—INTENSITY

Reduction only predicts 
recall for same-referent 
condition

In fact, prominence 
increases for recalled 
different-referent items
Ø Contrastive prosody?

Both results suggest 
discourse-level basis


